INSIDE: A MEMORABLE E XTENDED VISIT TO BRITAIN’S COSMOPOLITAN CAPITAL + A TOUR OF JAPAN’S HOT-SPRING INNS
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Flamboyant newcom ers and re f urbished classics f rom Holbor n to Knightsbr idge
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ne of the few great cities that com-

an itinerary is a painful task required of

before the 39-room hotel’s official opening

bine charm and dynamism in equal

all visitors to the city, whether they stay

in September, but the staff exhibited none

for a week or a month.

of the clumsiness one might expect during

measure, London boasts inexhaustible
cultural riches and a stellar restaurant

On this occasion, I had decided to focus

a property’s earliest days. Things started

scene that befits its status as a world

on new or recently renovated hotels with

off on the right foot before we even exited

capital. The traveler’s greatest enemy is

100 rooms or fewer. Some of these proved

our taxi, when a friendly bellman opened

time. It’s all too tempting to spend every

enchanting, but more than one failed to

the car door and gathered our luggage.

morning in museums, every afternoon

live up to the hype.

The hotel is housed within the former

shopping and every evening at the theater

Overall, the voluptuous new L’oscar

headquarters of the Baptist church in

(adding a gourmet meal or two, of course,

hotel in Holborn, an easy walk from the

London. The early 20th-century clergymen

and perhaps an afternoon high tea for good

British Museum and Covent Garden, was

who gathered there would surely be star-

measure). Choosing what to leave out of

the most impressive. We stayed shortly

tled by designer Jacques Garcia’s theatrical
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attentive service and dramatic flair. The
strength of my affection became clear when

with some laundry instead. He returned

I regretted having to exchange it for the

it a day later, boxed and wrapped in

year-old Four Seasons Hotel London at

tissue paper like a gift from an expen-

Ten Trinity Square. . H

sive department store. That afternoon,
I emailed André to ask him to print our

L’O S C A R

transformation of the space. In the black-

boarding passes before phoning our butler
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walled main lobby-lounge, we discovered

to request a room-service snack. The meal

a mustachioed staffer wearing a sport coat

arrived within 20 minutes, along with an

speckled with metallic copper daisies.

envelope containing our boarding passes.

But his coat managed to look subdued, as

This sort of service coordination takes

he was standing before a screen embroi-

thoughtfulness and organization, and

dered w ith golden peacock feathers.

it is, alas, increasingly rare. Numerous

While he fetched us some spark ling

other touches, including well-designed

water, the general manager approached

light switches, his-and-her bath products

to welcome us to the hotel. Within two

and top-quality yoga mats, indicate that

minutes of our arrival, I already felt like a

management has thought carefully about

celebrity guest.

all aspects of the guest experience.

The personable front desk clerk, André,

The main gourmet restaurant, The

who also proved to be an exceptionally

Baptist Grill, located in a circular gallery

efficient and knowledgeable concierge,

beneath the cupola of the former chapel,

took us up to our Junior Suite. Our luggage

had yet to open. But we had a fine dinner

had already arrived, watched over by our

of ricotta-filled ravioli with pesto, and

butler, who gave us a tour of the room. The

flaky Cornish sea bass in the more casual

bed, he explained proudly, was topped

Café L’oscar, a gorgeous all-day bar and

by an eiderdown duvet that cost more

restaurant that has a lready become

than $15,000. I can’t deny that I slept

popular with fashionable locals. I also

exceedingly well beneath it. Black silk

appreciated the expertly mixed cocktails

embroidered with red butterflies covered

served in vintage-style coupes and the

the closet doors lining the hallway to the

unusual items on its à la carte breakfast

bath, which occupied the former belfry

menu, such as a fried duck egg atop a hash

of the church. There was no tub, but I

of duck confit and pink fir apple potatoes.

loved the large red-marble shower, which
doubled as a steam room.
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L’oscar won’t appeal to traditionalists.
But I loved its sensuous décor, highly
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The sumptuous and theatrical Jacques
Garcia design; the glamorous public spaces; the
thoughtful, well-organized service; our unique bath;
the convenient location. DISLIKE In order to avoid
receiving a poor exchange rate at checkout, it’s
necessary to tick a box on the registration form, asking
to
be
charged
in
pounds. GOOD
TO
KNOW Be sure to visit The Library, with
its spectacular plasterwork and peacock
murals.
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Clockwise from top: Hallway décor; exterior; and our
Junior Suite bedroom, L’oscar

Our butler offered to assist w ith
unpacking. I declined and sent him away

